
 Soft Down Cabinet System C-Type
DVSJCX 0600（0900）-EA

This symbol is used to alert users to a
specific operating procedure that must be
followed in order to operate the unit safely.

This symbol is used to alert users to a
specific operating procedure that must
not be performed.Denotes a hazard that

could result in minor injury.

■The following symbols are used to classify and describe the
   level of hazard, injury, and property damage caused when the
　denotation is disregarded and improper use is performed.

■The following symbols are used to classify and
　describe the type ofinstructions to be observed.

Safety Precautions

Thank you for purchasing  Soft Down Cabinet System C-Type 
DVSJCX 0600（0900）-EA.
●Please read these instructions carefully and make sure to use 
　this product properly.
●Be especially sure to read the "Safety Precautions"
　before using the product in order to use this product safely.
●Save this manual for future reference.

To reduce the risk of injury, loss of life, electric shock, fire,malfunction, and damage to equipment or property, 
always observe the following safety precautions. 

Instruction Manual

Explanation of symbols

Doing so may result in damage to
this product and injury to people. 
（Please consult with your dealer   
  for repairing of the product.）

Do not attempt to alter, 
disassemble, or repair 
this product.

When cleaning, always make 
sure to pull down the storage 
rack to the lowest position.
Fingers might get pinched.

This could result in the unit to fall, 
Product failure and personal injury. 

Do not hang on the handle or
any part of the Soft Down 
Cabinet System.
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Light Middle Heavy

10～16kg

Positioning of the storage 
weight adjustment levers

Operation

Cleaning and Care

※Do not use any harsh 
　chemicals powder cleansers,
　paint thinners, or benzine.

If used, the surface of 
the product might be 
scratched or degraded, 
or become discolored.

Sponge

Powdered 
cleanser

Scrubber

Position either one of
the levers to EMPTY.

Position both levers 
to EMPTY.

Position both levers 
to LOADED.
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Storage rack

Handle

Storage load estimates

Dishwashing 
detergent

Benzine

※When the storage compartment is lowered all the way down,
　the storage weight adjustment levers cannot be adjusted. 
　Be sure to operate them when the storage rack is fully 
　stored away.

※The storage rack might not come all the way down if it is
　lightly loaded; as a result, if it is let go, it might rebound up.

Adjust the levers that are located on both sides, depending 
on how much the storage rack is loaded.

Open the Cabinet doors. 
（Open the Cabinet doors as wide as possible.）

Pulling out and pushing in the storage rack

Pushing up and pulling down the storage rack easily

Grab the handle and slowly pull straight down or push 
straight up.

●When cleaning the unit, 
　wipe with a sponge 
　soaked in diluted 
　dishwashing detergent.

（Avoid using alkaline 
  cleaners or acidic 
  cleaners.）
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Slowly


